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From an artist whose paintings has seemed in additional than a hundred tv commercials, films,
and track videos, NARCISSA is Lance Tooks' fantastically drawn, compelling tale of 1 woman's
trip to self-discovery.Narcissa, a skilled and self-centered autonomous filmmaker, is collapsing
below Narcissa the tension of her critics--the "enlightened" those who are attempting to get her
to compromise her integrity. the strain is killing her--literally. Warned that if she attempts to
accomplish her present venture she'll be useless in a week, Narcissa comes to a decision to
flee the chaos that surrounds her--and fears the fears that threaten to weigh down her--by
touring to Spain. As she encounters new people, places, and experiences, Narcissa
progressively involves a deeper knowing of who she is and what she is doing together with her
life.Depicting Narcissa's trip with compassion and wit, Lance Tooks has created an episodic,
completely engrossing, exisential story that might lengthy resonate with readers.
It has a very good daring artwork variety comparable to wooden blocks. The artwork is amazing
and straightforward with its use of black, white, and red. the tale is a black girl drained own

struggles is going to Spain and falls in love. the pictures job my memory just a little the 1959
motion picture Black Orpheus.
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